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Dr. Bill: Welcome back to the Neutrimedical Report.  We have Deborah Tavares 

the amazing inevitable news bloodhound to find the most awful 

documents on the world. The thing is, if you don't want to believe her just 

read.  So Deborah, you've got something so shocking people better have 

their tray tables in the upright locked position their seat belt on news 

wise.  You've got something even more shocking than the last shocking 

news you did last week, what is it? 

Tavares: I do Dr. Bill thank you again, this is Deborah Tavares with 

http://www.stopthecrime.net.  Please sign up for our YouTubes and for 

our email blasts.  This is a topic today that I'm just breaking now, it's a 

developing story but it hinges back to the email exchange that I 

broadcasted back in 2015 that became the YouTube about the plan to 

burn up Northern California.  Now, I'm going to back into this because it's 

important everyone understand what's happening right now with PG&E 

(PG&E) and as of today on January 14th of 2019.  PG&E gave notice of 

bankruptcy and filed a notice and they have 15 days of advance notice. 

Dr. Bill:  Are you kidding me?  Bankruptcy? 

Tavares: Wait a minute Dr. Bill, this is a reorganization of the company but this is 

not what's behind what is happening and I'm getting into this now.  This is 

why this is so important because we have found information and we 

believe we understand why PG&E has admitted to the responsibility of 

the fires, except for the Tub fire here in Santa Rosa, CA based on 

vegetation mismanagement.   

Rothschild doesn't admit to anything unless there's an end goal and that's 

what we're going to talk about today. This is extremely important so 

please follow me with this.   

Okay, so back in 2015 when I aired the email exchange from PG&E to 

the California Public Utility Commission I didn't fully understand the entire 

http://www.stopthecrime.net/
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aspect of what they were saying and now I do.  So I'm going to read you 

just a paragraph out of that email exchange that was dated back in 

August 22 of 2011, and it was from Brian Cherry from PG&E and he said: 

Quote of Brian 

Cherry, PG&E on 

August 22, 2011 

"We are the first to propose a solar generator in space that will beam RF 

waves down to a receptor site and convert it to DC current.  We have 

changed our receptor site from the Mojave Desert in California to 

Sebastopol which is in Nevada City".   

Tavares: Sebastopol is an unincorporated community and it was named during the 

Crimean War as Sebastopol in the Russian Empire. So what we then 

found out was the corporation that PG&E signed up to and with in 2009.  

We found out in 2009 that PG&E contracted with a company in 

Manhattan Beach in Southern California called Solaren.  They create a 

directed-energy satellite to provide California with power and both 

weather.  

Now there are several patents that discuss what Solaren does and we're 

going to go over that now and then we're going to go over how we know 

the current CEO of USA Inc. is in full awareness of this.  We're also going 

to go over the facts.   

Dr. Bill: Otherwise known as the, yeah let me keep. . .  otherwise known as that I 

just want to say POTUS.  Okay, that yeah, please continue. 

Tavares: Okay, so what I also want to say before I get into more of a discussion 

about Solaren is I have certainly been talking to everybody about the 

Climate Action Plan and, ad nauseam actually, and as I view and 

basically and again, this is a developing story, but I'm noticing that all the 

Climate Action Plans typically are dated around the time that PG&E 

contracted with Solaren Corp.  This is important to note because this 

is who Solaren this is what they do, they hold several patents for 

transmitting microwave directed energy from space to pinpoint 
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locations on earth aka sink of the fires okay?  Under U.S. Patent No. 

U.S. 7612284B2 is to "a solar-powered satellite will generate a powerful 

microwave radiofrequency beam focused on an array of collector 

antennas where it can be transformed to electrical power supplied to 

PG&E.  Also under U.S. Patent No. US 20110204159-A1 "a solar-

powered satellite will generate a powerful microwave radio frequency 

beam to control the weather by heating deployments of aluminum oxide 

and other conductive particles sprayed from aircraft." 

Dr. Bill: Right, by the way let me insert this for you because this is important.  I 

took care of the Aurora fleet, please.  We were doing this in mid-1990s 

and they were putting nanoparticle thorium strontium barium and 

aluminum.  Please continue. 

Tavares: They talk about how the patent describes methods of steering and 

changing the intensity of hurricanes and more.  I didn't understand when I 

first read that email exchange and I first found Solaren but now I'm  

understanding more and I'm going to read to you a little bit more of what I 

snick discovered.   

Again, when I started the show I said I'm noticing that the Climate Action 

Plans were primarily adopted around the time the PG&E had hatched a 

global plan to utilize space-based solar power throughout the world.  

Then all of a sudden these Climate Action Plans were served up to all of 

our cities and all of our communities.  The cities were getting grant 

money to sign up on these plans.  These plans have some 

commonalities, they all talk about local heating of the environment, 

intensity of fires, intensity of power outages because of increased heat 

events.   

Now we know what Solaren is doing and has created and been 

behind the directed-energy weapon in California which is also 
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working with PG&E.  It's important to know that Solaren talks about the 

technology that they would convert the power generated into microwave 

radio frequency transmissions.  The microwaves would be beamed back 

down to an antenna in Fresno, California and then converted into 

electricity and fed into PG&E's power grid.  Mirrors would focus sunlight 

on solar cells generating electric power.   

The electricity would be converted into microwaves suitable for 

transmitting through the Earth's atmosphere at frequencies from 2.45 or 

or 5.8 gigahertz, as a comparison of 2.45 gigahertz is the same 

frequency as your kitchen microwave Wi-Fi or Bluetooth. 

Dr. Bill: To know the reason why it is that frequency?  Well, it's important to 

understand this is the frequency that massively maximally absorbs 

energy in water so, in other words, you're going to heat up free upper 

atmosphere or people which are 70% plus of water it naturally transfers 

energy to the water in every living thing.  Please continue. 

Tavares: So now we're going to talk about the connection between the 

current President, Donald Trump, Solaren and understand how they 

are working with the Russians.  When we get back from this break I 

think that you will be stunned and the collusion with Russia is real 

based on what you're going to hear me discuss next. 

Dr. Bill: So, in other words, Mueller's investigation's not over, the collusion is not 

trying to just get elected it's much more than that right with technology. 

Tavares: Absolutely. 

Dr. Bill: Back in a moment. 

Dr. Bill: I pulled up what you told me to look at Solaren and you told me to search 

and it looks like it goes back to 2009 and now the latest of May 23, 2018, 
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Solaren and PG&E I'd like you to expand on this. 

Tavares: Okay, so now prior to the break I was developing the story around the 

fact that PG&E is creating a new modality around their business and this 

is they had to use directed energy weapons to create the illusion that the 

current system of electricity delivery is no longer viable.  Now they're 

considering and will likely and who knows but it looks like they may 

declare bankruptcy. And if they do of course then many of their creditors 

are paid off but then all of the victims likely will lose out everyone during 

all the fires. 

Dr. Bill: Including anybody has been injured by the fires. 

Tavares: Absolutely, so now let's look at what I was getting ready to talk about.   

Dr. Bill: In other words, they probably did a test on this system actually that may 

have triggered fires from Solaren. 

Tavares: So let's talk about what occurred on August 2, 2017.  Solaren supports 

the reestablished National Space Council. President Donald Trump's 

recent executive order re-established the National Space Council.  The 

National Space Council will coordinate U.S. space policy across all US 

government departments and agencies.  A user's advisory group will 

provide outside advice to the council with an emphasis that the interests 

of industries and other non-federal entities involved in space activities, 

including in particular commercial entities, are adequately represented in 

the council.   

Vice President Mike Pence will serve as Chairman of the National Space 

Council.  Solaren Corp. supports the President's efforts to strengthen our 

nation's space program with the growing impact of commercial space.  

The Users Advisory Council will ensure that the interests of new and 

innovative commercial space businesses, such as space solar that 
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requires the support of multiple federal agencies, will be represented on 

the Council said Solaren's President Gary Spirnak.  

 We're going to talk about Spirnak in a minute now as I said Solaren is 

headquartered in Manhattan Beach in California.  They say they are an 

energy and aerospace company that is principally engaged in research 

design development integration and operations of space solar plants and 

the sale of clean base load space solar electricity.  They talk about how 

they have patented space solar plants and will generate zero emissions 

electricity from space that is cost competitive with the terrestrial resource 

of base load electricity.  

In the coming decade Solaren Space Solar Power development program 

will validate all aspects of Space Solar Productivity (SSP) plants that 

space solar productivity worldwide.  Now let's look at. . . we have one 

thing that's important about Russia. 

Dr. Bill: Now I have to add that I have that this first book it's important for you to 

know this they already I know this from 25 years ago they were inserting 

the thorium partners nanoparticle thorium, strontium, barium, aluminum 

to turn the upper atmosphere into a plasma for the space weapon 

systems that we've developed in their space at a U.S. base command.  

Putting a powerful line of energy through this plasma will disturb weather 

systems on the whole freaking planet, it's going to be unbelievable!  Plus 

you can figure out few tectonic events and earthquakes and volcanoes 

and all kinds of stuff like tsunamis and super storms.  This is going to be 

very doing right here is going to be very dangerous! 

Tavares: I just read about the alignment with the Trump Administration and 

that disclosure on August 2, 2017 and how Solaren is coordinating 

with the National Space Council.  Now I'm looking at a release of 
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August 12, 2016 and it says this:  

Quote: National 

Space Council 

Release, August 

12, 2016 

"Russia announces issuance of space solar power system patents 

to Solaren corporation August 12 of 2016.  The Russian Federation 

Federal service for intellectual property has announced the 

issuance of a key space solar power system patent to Solaren 

Corporation with the issuance of the Russian patent on July of 

2016.  

Solaren now has key enabling space solar power system patents in all of 

the world's major space faring countries.  The Solaren inventors are 

Dr. James E. Rogers and Gary Spirnak who is one of the officials or 

CEOs of Solaren. Solaren patented space solar power plants will 

generate zero emissions electricity from space."  

Tavares: Again, that is they say the most competitive with any terrestrial or source 

of base load electricity.  Ok so now we're working with Russia. 

Dr. Bill: Including by the way solar power from your own home which is what 

people should have. Because now once you have a system controlled by 

the government they can shut it down and kill everybody. 

Tavares: Well that's of course the plan.  Now let's talk about who the founder is 

and how the California Public Utility Commission has been working 

with Solaren from the beginning.  I will tell you over the years, we're 

talking about back in 2009, 2010, we went to the California Public Utility 

Commission on many occasions to talk and to plead with them to not 

deploy the smart meters on everybody and the President of the CPUC at 

that time was Michael Peevey.   

We're going to talk about Michael Peevey because this is what happened 

to him when he left the California Public Utility Commission and this is 

absolutely what is happening in California.  The California Public Utility 
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Commission is Rothschild.  All the utilities are Rothschild.  This is a 

global take down using the guise of solar based energy for all of us 

but what is really space-based weapons to direct energy systems 

and burn us up.   

This is all part of the Wildlands Project and more.  This is all part of the 

rollout of all of the Climate Action Plans.  I'm going to talk about Michael 

Peevey right now. So Michael Peevey was appointed to the Solaren 

Board of Advisors and this is an announcement that was made 

December 12, 2017.  Solaren Corporation announced that Michael 

Peevey has been appointed to the Solaren Board of Advisors effective 

immediately.  The Solaren President. . . .I hear the music.  On the other 

side, this is critical. 

Dr. Bill: When we come back I want you to continue on the other side.   

Tavares: This is critical, and again I'm going to be tying this back to what I found in 

the Berkeley Climate Action Plan you will be astounded. 

Dr. Bill: Yeah, I'm glad I'm sitting down. You're right, this is more than I even 

expected by a large margin.  Oh my gosh, you have lots more to talk 

about.  Please continue. 

Tavares: Well I absolutely do as we continue to discuss why PG&E is going 

bankrupt because of all of the fires that were started by the use of space-

based weapons through Solaren, a Manhattan Beach based 

corporation that is working with Russia and the White House on 

space-based weapons.  So we're going to now talk about who Michael 

Peevey was during the time that I was going to the California Public 

Utility Commission and where he went when he was no longer the 

President of the California Public Utility Commission. So back in 

December 12th of 2017 Solaren Corporation announced that Michael 

Peevey had been appointed to the Solaren Board of Advisors effective 
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immediately. The Solaren President CEO Gary T  Spirnak said: 

Quote:  Solaren 

Corporation 

announcement 

Michael Peevey 

appointed to 

Solaren Board of 

Advisors, 

December 12, 

2017. 

"Michael Peevey brings a wealth of knowledge to Solaren and vast 

experience as a former corporate officer at a fortune 500 company an 

entrepreneur and key governmental energy regulator in California.  I'm 

going to repeat that, a key government energy regulator in California 

microscopical musical chairs right this giant TV has worked all facets of 

California energy Peevey was the former president of the Southern 

California Edison company he co-founded new energy ventures an 

energy supply and service company that was later sold.  Michael Peevey 

was the former president of California's most powerful energy regulatory 

agency the California Public Utility Commission or the CPUC.  As CPUC 

President Peevey was the key energy adviser to several California 

governor's, aka this is why we got the smart meters this was a rollout of 

control of energy to literally deploy space-based weapons on us, but let's 

continue.  

Peevey has also been a force in enabling new sources of power and 

Solaren looks forward to his sage advice as Solaren develops, builds, 

launches and operates the world's first commercial space solar power 

plant said the CEO Gary Spirnak."   

Tavares: Now let's move on to Solaren's CEO Gary Spirnak. Who is he?  

Quote: Solaren's 

CEO, Gary 

Spirnak's 

background. 

"Gary Spirnak has over 33 years of aerospace experience in both 

industry and government.  He is the founder and CEO of Solaren 

Corporation, the first commercially viable space solar company.  He has 

formed an impressive program team, guided Solaren through multiple 

investment rounds and led the design and development of Solaren 

breakthrough in space solar power plants.  He has co-authored several 

key Solaren base solar power system patents which I was reading to you 

earlier.   
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Prior to founding Solaren, Mr. Spirnak held a number of key positions in 

government and industry.  At Boeing Satellite Systems he was the 

director of new satellite applications.  He also has extensive experience 

in space system development operations and financing.  At Hughes 

Aircraft Mr. Spirnak managed a major national security space program 

development to include successful multi-million dollar R&D  efforts.  

Mr. Spirnak's responsibilities and encompassed formation of the program 

team strategic plan and management of cost schedule and performance 

requirements.  He had a distinguished military career and was a US Air 

Force officer and spacecraft project engineer at Cape Canaveral Air 

Force Florida.  He successfully led a large spacecraft launch processing 

team of government and contractor personnel for a multibillion-dollar 

Department of Defense satellite that flew on the Space Shuttle.  In 

addition, Mr. Spirnak supported the Department of Defense and NASA 

space shuttle launches as well as the US Air Force Delta and Titan 

launch operations in both technical and management roles.  Mr. Spirnak 

is a senior member of the AIAA.  

He is a native Pennsylvanian and received his BS in industrial 

engineering at Pennsylvania State University and MS in mechanical and 

aerospace engineering at the University of Delaware." 

Tavares: And I could go on. . .[interrupted] 

Dr. Bill:  I see he probably has also got high-level clearance and US space 

command, missile defense demand and very classified departments 

within the government they're dealing with space technology so this guy 

is not just an average fella is he?  

Tavares: Well he's orchestrating a system of genocide on all of us and 

directing energy weapons on us and has been starting fires so I'm 

going to go and read something that I just discovered in the Climate 
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Action Plan out of Berkeley, California, and again, I'm noticing that these 

Climate Action Plans by in large seem to have been adopted during the 

time that PG&E was creating this deal to launch a space-based electric 

grid from solar in space.  So the Berkeley Climate Action Plan in 

Berkeley, California was adopted June of 2009 and I found this and I 

found this to be very very interesting.  They talk about:  

Quote: 

Referencing 

Senate Bill 107 

related to 

Berkeley Climate 

Action Plan 

adopted in 

Berkeley 

California June, 

2009.  

 "Senate bill 107 obligates the investor-owned utilities, which is PG&E to 

create the share of renewable energy resources wind, solar and 

geothermal.  The law is intended to decrease California's reliance on 

fossil fuels and again we know our fuel never came from fossils but let's 

go on reduce the reliance on fossil fuels and reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions from the electricity sector.  A cleaner greener electricity grid is 

a key component of achieving state and local greenhouse gas reduction 

targets. The City of Berkeley supports the Governor's call.  Given the 

seriousness and threat of sea level rise and the other consequences of 

California's water supply and coastal resources and the impact it will 

have on the state's economy, population and natural resources, directing 

state agencies to enhance the state's management of climate impacts 

from sea level rise, increased temperatures, shifting precipitation and 

extreme weather events, PG&E has been urged to achieve a standard of 

100% renewable energy." 

Tavaras:   So what we are seeing is a complete transition from the type of 

delivery of electricity we have been getting to a space-based solar 

powered energy.  And that is what we are seeing and, again, I want to 

read this as well. Now just last week the newly enshrined Newsome new 

Governor of California has announced a water tax hike, and this is in the 

new budget that's proposed and he is quoted by saying that this is his 

first state budget during a news conference that was January 10th of 

2019 and he says: 
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Quote: Governor 

Newsom of 

California first 

state budget 

news conference, 

January 10, 2019 

"In order to help disadvantaged communities obtain safe and affordable 

drinking water, California Governor Gavin Newsom is proposing a new 

statewide water tax.  In the newly released 2019-2020 budget, Newsom 

calls for the creation of a safe and affordable drinking water fund that 

would enable the state water resources.  

Dr. Bill: And Gavin Newsom is totally bought and paid for is he? 

Tavares: Absolutely as they all are. 

Dr. Bill: Wow even worse than our previous Governor Brown. 

Tavares: Well I don't know, I think he's just picked up the same seat same gavel 

same laws of a franchise. 

Tavares: I wanted to pick it up with where I left off prior to the break and I was 

getting ready to talk about the Urban Water Management Plan and how 

all of this is associated.  Not only with resource control and reduction but 

resource elimination.  So I'm going to read out of a Water Resource 

Management Plan right now and this is scary. . . scary! 

Quote: Urban 

Water Resource 

Management 

Plan 

"The plan shall provide an urban water shortage contingency analysis 

that includes each of the following element that are within the authority of 

the urban water supplier, [Deborah: In other words, all of our local urban 

water suppliers that are of course under the mandate of the state].  So 

number one, stages of action to be undertaken by the urban water 

supplier in response to water supply shortages, including up to a 50% 

reduction in water supply in an outline of specific water supply conditions 

that are applicable to each stage.  Actions to be undertaken by the urban 

water supplier to prepare for and implement during [Deborah: listen to 

this carefully] a catastrophic interruption of water supplies 

including but not limited to a regional power outage and earthquake 
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or other disaster.  

Tavares: Solaren and the space-based weapons system is going to eliminate 

access to water in municipal water supplies most likely. Now I'm 

going to read this. . . 

Quote: Urban 

Water Resource 

Management 

Plan 

"Northern California based PG&E received worse news back in the 

middle of 2017 when the California Public Utility Commission fined PG&E 

$8.3 million for fault for failing to maintain a gray pine tree that connected 

with a power line and ignited a fire. The September 2015 fire burned 110 

square miles destroyed 549 homes, killed two people and caused about 

$3 million in insured losses.  Listen to this because this is what we have 

now researched with the contractual agreements of nationwide tree 

cutting teams.  Here's what they say. .[interrupted] 

Dr. Bill: They've known this for several years they had. . . yeah please continue.  

Tavares: Hold on Dr. Bill, let me finish here.  They say:    

Quote: PG&E 

Contractual 

agreements of 

nationwide tree 

cutting teams. 

"Tree contact with power lines is a leading cause of power outages and 

has caused several past regional blackouts, including the August 2003 

blackout that affected 50 million people in the Northeast US and parts of 

Canada.  This and the PG&E incident show that inadequate vegetation 

management can cause even more devastating conditions". 

Tavares: So now what is being set up for grid outages throughout the 

country is lack of vegetation management, make no mistake about 

this.  We are being transitioned from the typical electric model that 

our utilities have presented us.  Now keep in mind PG&E is 106 years 

in business and they don't go out like this without a plan and the plan is 

spaced based weapons system of energy.  And again back in that early 

time when I was talking about that email exchange between PG&E and 

the California Public Utility Commission, I did not understand the 
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connection between Solaren, the United States,  Russia and the 

demise of our current electrical grid. 

Dr. Bill: Who are the Russian scientists or technicians or politicians involved like 

which the name of the scientists it has the original patent that was given 

to PG&E?  

Tavares: Well, I'm not prepared to say that right now Dr. Bill and . . .  [interrupted] 

Dr. Bill:  I bet you're researching and you'll have that soon I'm sure, please 

continue. 

Tavares: So it's very very important to understand this is a setup this is how many 

many communities are going to be wiped out off the map.  We have the 

burn up list on stop the crime net from CalFire you can just type in for 

yourself "CalFire.ca.gov and it's the Wildland Hazard and Building Codes.  

And yes, the cities for which Cal Fire has made recommendations on 

very high fire hazard severity zones and there are lists and the list 

includes many of the areas that have already been hit with directed-

energy weapons from the space-based satellite.  Certainly we know that 

the pulse of frequencies from the smart grid has been involved as well.  

This is a takedown this is a worldwide transition of how we have 

been supplied with electricity in the past for global control and what. 

. .[interrupted] 

Dr. Bill:  And by the way, they don't even want people to have their own solar 

power or propane or natural gas or some other local production of power. 

They want top-down control by these big agencies and governments. 

Tavares: Absolutely this is this is a lockdown and they go on to say that the 

Solaren solar space operations is the plant operations group is 

responsible for the operation and maintenance of the solar space 

program plant to include solar power satellite and ground receive 

http://calfire.ca.gov/fire_prevention/fire_prevention_wildland_zones_maps
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station as well as electricity delivery and scheduling for utility. . . 

[interrupted] 

Dr. Bill: And by the way, it is under the watch of this maniac [Trump] in the White 

House who allowed on January 2017, the 5G Network everywhere which 

by the way is dangerous and authorized recycling water including 

hydrogen sulfide water in Northern California and elsewhere they're 

coming out of the ground and triggering off earthquakes and so on in 

places where they put in frack water into the water ground to pull off the 

thermal water for thermal energy.  They tried a project here in Oregon 

they tried to project just last year and almost trigger it off major 

earthquake near Fort Hood in Oregon where basically that volcano 

almost caused major earthquake in Portland.  

Tavares: Well, the eruption from the controlled Rothschild Puna geothermal plant 

on the Big Island in Hawaii and of course as many of you know we toured 

the world's largest geyser geothermal operation right here in Northern 

California.  You can look it up on stop the crime and go on the tour with 

us.  But understand we are being transformed and transitioned out 

that is what we're seeing now because we're being burned up 

burned out, demised out created transhumanism agenda the whole 

the whole gamut we're watching the whole thing unfold on our 

watch right now. 

Dr. Bill: Right, exactly yeah well amazing isn't it? 

Tavares: Yeah, so what do you think of that? 

Dr. Bill: Pretty awful I know all the space stuff I know how freaking dangerous is 

that they were background astrophysics with plans to expand. I know that 

this is something they shouldn't freakin put high energy pulses up.  

Tavares: Can you get this up on YouTube, can you send this to me right now? 
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Dr. Bill: Well not this minute after the show yeah we can we can convert this that 

we can convert this with some pictures with Adobe Premiere Pro into a 

video put it up on YouTube. 

Tavares: Well you can do that or I can have my person do that so. . . because I 

really want to get this up and I need you to do it. 

Dr. Bill: Just  basically drop the audio file in and then do that or should I have. . . 

you're busy yeah we'll go ahead and do it if you want to do if you think 

you can do it faster I mean I'm pretty out of it I'm doing I'm tacked up as 

they say 

Tavares:  You are teched up okay, how about I call you what time do I call you 

and... [interrupted]  

Dr. Bill: By the way, I'm an expert on advanced stellar geotectonic that was called 

radionics frequencies effect on the quantum universe so you know one of 

the top people in the world in this area and what's really dangerous is 

what they're playing with is literally the geobiology of the planet 

earth.  See the earth is a living thing the living thing system you don't 

puncture giant surges of energy through the upper atmosphere and not 

think it's going to affect weather systems, earthquakes or volcanoes or 

cause all kinds of extreme weather this is craziness!   

Totally experimental, haven't they probably known what it's going to do 

now to use these energy beams that they can trigger our fires but by 

itself it's going to trigger off major weather catastrophes and 

geotectonic events all over the world. 

Tavares: Well that's exactly what the plan is, an eliminated coastline moving us out 

of air that we can breathe you know the. . .[interrupted] 

Dr. Bill: The term I thought up a few weeks ago I call it Terra-cide because our 

planet Earth is often called Terra that sounds like terror because they're 
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trying to destroy Earth. 

Tavares: Terra-cide!  What do you think? 

Dr. Bill: Well I think we're in trouble, we're beyond trouble, way beyond trouble. 

 


